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Paleoethnobotanical research on macrobotanical remains (seeds, nuts, caryposes, etc.) often
relies on the differentiation of shape for taxonomic identification. Nevertheless, shape
differentiation is difficult when specimens are fragmented or otherwise transformed
through taphonomic / depostional process. To control for these effects,
paleoethnobotanists analyze shape differentiation in contemporary botanical specimens
to identify possible shape landmarks diagnostic to different taxonomic groupings.

In this study we analyzed ten distinct contemporary Capsicum taxa from a USDA repository.
Capsicum species, both domesticated and wild, exhibit considerable shape variation and
previous research has attempted to leverage these shape differences to distinguish
specimens in archaeological contexts [4].  We assessed the efficacy of  morphometric
techniques such as Elliptical Fourier Analysis using shape outlines rather than linear
measurements to distinguish between domesticated and wild Capsicum seeds.
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N = 535 Capsicum seed outlines were collected from whole
specimens representing 10 distinct taxa (5 domesticated, 4 wild, 1
unknown). Of these, 522 had sufficient morphology for analysis
(Table 1).

Principal components analysis (PCA) on the harmonic coefficients
yielded 85% of explained variance in the first two principal
components (Figure 4).
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Capsicum spp., especially the domesticated species (C. annuum, C. baccatum, C. chinense,
etc.), emerged as one of the most important food and ritual plant taxa for many
Indigenous communities across the pre-Hispanic Americas. Nevertheless,
paleoethnobotanical research on the differentiation of wild and domesticated Capsicum
forms has been complicated by high inter- and intra-species seed morphological diversity. 
 Previous research has suggested that some gross morphological indicators exist such as
beak prominence and overall shape (reniform, tear-drop, etc.) that may aid in taxonomic
identification [4].
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Capsicum seed images were captured using an SZ61 stereomicroscope using an Olympus
DP72 camera. Images of the entire seed and attachment scar were taken.

Images were binarized in Adobe Photoshop, and x,y coordinates were collected on scale-
calibrated images using Image J.  Several specimens (n=13) were excluded from the study
due to morphological alterations such as tears and bumps (Table 1).

All statistical analyses were conducted in R v. 4.2.0+, using the Momocs package [1]. 
 Images rotations were first standardized along the x-axis, and then manually rotated
using a custom Shiny interface to correctly orient the attachment scars [7].  The resultant
outlines were analyzed using an elliptical fourier function in Momocs without
normalization and using a harmonic power of ten.  PCA and LDA analysis on the
resultant fourier output were conducted in Momocs.  LDA was run using the MASS
package using ten attribute measurements from the same specimens (max length, beak
angle, etc.).

METHODS

Mean prediction of Capsicum species is low (44%) using basic EFA analysis, and only
represents a slight improvement over measurement-based morphometrics.

Some Capsicum species are more predictable, especially C. annuum and C. pubescens.

Shape alone may not be a reliable indicator of taxonomic identification, especially for
many C. baccatum subspecies. Nevertheless, domesticated species tend to be more
distinguishable by shape, and many subspecies are 'incorrectly' identified as
phylogenetic relatives.

Further machine-learning based methods are necessary on Capsicum shape outlines to
determine whether shape-based prediction of species can be improved or if intra-
taxonomic seed morphology is too variable for successful identification.

CONCLUSIONS

Morphometrics, the statistical analysis of shape,
has the potential to resolve these issues. Elliptical
Fourier Analysis (EFA) is a technique that uses
the Fourier series of equations to decompose
complex functions into a weighted sum of simpler
sinusoidal component functions [5]. 
 Archaeologists have applied EFA analysis to
mathematically characterize the shape of grape
pips, olive seeds, and pollen grains [2,3]. 
 Experimental research on snail shells suggests
that EFA is to be used "where morphological
disparity is dominated by differences in general
shape parameters" [7]. Similar research has
shown that differences in seed morphology can
follow phylogenetic and evolutionary
relationships [2].  Thanks to the development and
expansion of computational tools specifically
oriented toward morphometrics, it is more easily
possible to implement these techniques [1, 5].

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) of the
principal components based on the harmonic
coefficients resulted in a mean 44%
identification accuracy (Figure 3). This
represents a 4% improvement over LDA on
measurements alone.

The domesticated Capsicum species C.
pubescens and C. annuum were the most
correctly predicted as those taxa (83% and
61% correct), while C. baccatum var.
baccatum and C. baccatum var. pendulum
were the least well predicted (27% correct).

These two taxa (C. baccatum var. baccatum
and C. baccatum var. pendulum) also share
a phylogenetic relationnship (Figure 2),
suggesting that seed morphology tracks
phylogeny for some taxa. 

The computed morphology based on these harmonics generates at least three shape gradients similar to those
identified in previous research (Figure 4).  The main axes of shape differentiation appear to lie in seeds that are
flatter and more teardrop shaped versus those that are rounder and more D-shaped. 

Domesticated Capsicum taxa also overlap more often morphologically (esp. C. annuum and C. pubescens) and
are distinguished along a gradient from the wild taxa C. baccatum var. praetermissum and C. annuum var.
glabriusculum.

Figure 1. Images of Capsicum specimens analyzed in this study along with domestication status

Figure 2. Phylogenetic relationships of some of the
Capsicum species studied in this research. Redrawn from [6].

Figure 3. The 'confusion matrix' of actual (left) versus predicted (top) specimens in
the linear discriminant analysis on the principal components of the shape fourier.

Figure 4. Morphospace of the first two principal components from the PCA on the harmonic coefficients. Points represent individual specimens
and their color corresponds to each labeled taxon. Capsicum seed shapes from [4] are located in areas most similar to these morphologies.

Table 1. List and count of the Capsicum seed images
collected and used in this analysis

Figure 5. The process of outline collection including photography (left), binarization (center), and
outline generation (right)


